ARTS APPRECIATION (Art, Music, Theatre, Film, Photography)

- ARTS 444 – Mona Lisa to Romeo & Juliet – FPA/INQ
- ARTS 444A – Futurism & the Arts – FPA/INQ
- ARTS 480 – Intro to Art History – FPA
- ARTS 487 – 20th Century Europe – FPA
- ARTS 532 – Introductory Drawing – FPA
- ARTS 552 – Digital Photography – ETS
- ARTS 574 – Architectural History – HP
- CMN 444 – Going to War at the Movies - HUMA
- ENGL 444J – America on Film – HUMA
- ENGL 533 – Intro to Film Studies – HUMA
- ENGL 535 – Intro to Drama – HUMA
- HUMA 510A-515A – Art History: Ancient World-20th Century - FPA
- ITAL 525 – Italian Cinema - HP
- LLC 444 – The World of Salvador Dali – HUMA
- LLC 444A – German Film – WC
- LLC 540 – Film History – HP
- MUSI 401 – Intro to Music - FPA
- MUSI 402 – Survey of Music- FPA
- MUSI 444 – Music & Social Change in America - FPA
- MUSI 511 – Survey of Music in America - FPA
- MUSI 515 – World Music – WC
- PHIL 421 – Philosophy of Art – FPA
- THDA 435 – Intro to Theater - FPA
- THDA 436 – History of Theater - FPA
- THDA 439 – Intro to Shakespeare in the Theatre - FPA
- THDA 440 – Exploring Musical Theatre - FPA
- THDA 442 – Intro to the Art of Acting - FPA
- THDA 444 – Theatre & Socio-Political Change – FPA/INQ
- THDA 444A – Theatrical Themes, Societal Truths – FPA/INQ
- THDA 444B – Famous Dancers of the 20th Century – FPA/INQ/WI
- THDA 459 – Stagecraft - FPA
- THDA 462 – Ballet I - FPA
- THDA 463 – Theatre Dance I - FPA
- THDA 583 – Intro to Puppetry - FPA